
ITC Fabelle Divine Dark 64%
with Ghana Cocoa
Explore Divine Dark 64% with Ghana Cocoa, as you
give in to the divine sensation of authentic Ghana
cocoa with full bodied, strong, rich cocoa flavours, in
this indulgent 64% dark chocolate bar.
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹225.00 Original price was: ₹225.00.₹181.00
Current price is: ₹181.00. ₹213.58 : Price incl. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Chocolate, Chocolate, Sweet Packs,
CHOCOLATES, DRY FRUITS, Food & Snacks
Tags: ITC Fabelle Divine Dark 64% with Ghana Cocoa

Product Description

Overview

Tear off the wrapper to reveal the exquisite Fabelle Divine Dark 64% with Ghana Cocoa. Crafted
by Master Chocolatiers using Ghana cocoa, this bittersweet treat brings alive the full-bodied
strong cocoa flavours from Africa. With every bite, experience the rich aroma, delectable
smooth texture, and sinful cocoa flavours. Looking for the perfect excuse to indulge this dark
chocolate bar? Irrespective of the time or mood, this luxurious dark chocolate is worth every
ounce of the guilty pleasure. It is the perfect cure for workday blues or as a mid-day/ post
dinner indulgence. Finding the perfect gift can be tricky so when in doubt, gift chocolate!
Whatever the occasion, be it special occasions like Birthdays, Anniversary, Valentineâ€™s Day,
or festive occasions like Diwali, Raksha Bandhan and Christmas, this premium dark chocolate
by Fabelle is the perfect gift for chocolate connoisseurs.

An intense dark chocolate bar, Fabelle Divine Dark 64% with Ghana Cocoa offers a rich,
strong, and smooth dark chocolate experience.
Experience an epitome of intense, full bodied cocoa flavours from Africa with every bite.
Handcrafted by Master Chocolatiers from ITC Luxury Collection Hotels, this luxurious dark
chocolate bar is made using fine Ghana cocoa.
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A treat for true chocolate connoisseurs, this luxury dark chocolate bar makes the perfect
gift.
Fabelle Divine Dark range is vegan and gluten free.
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